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AH - Amper HourAH - Al Hegira (In Hegira -AD 622)AH - Aryl HidrocarbonAH - Arithmetic HierarchyAH - Attribute HiddenAH - Address HandlingAH - Application HeaderAH - Abdominal hysterectomy - Arterial HypertensionAH - Apocalyptic HarbingerAH - Artificial Heart begins with the selected alphabet click on the alphabet to display the
abbreviation. ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ AH can have more than one meaning, so check all meanings of AH one by one. Ah definition / AH means? The AH definition is given above, so see the relevant information. What does AH mean? The meaning of AH has also been explained before. So far you may have some idea
about the meaning of abbreviation, abbreviation or AH. What does AH mean? previously described. You may also like some similar terms about AH to know more about it. This site contains several terms related to banks, insurance companies, Automobiles, Finance, Mobile phones, software, computers, Travel, School, Colleges, Studies,
Health and other terms. Description : milliAmpere clock Category : Academic &amp; Science » Units Country /Region : Worldwide Popularity : One milliampper hour (mAh) is 1000 amps per hour (Ah). Measurement of the amount of energy the battery can store. The higher the MAh, the longer the battery can power a device for longer
and/or longer. For example, a 1000 mAh battery can power a 1000 mA device for 1 hour or 500 mA for 2 hours or 10 hours 100 mA. SearchCompliance Risk assessment is the determination of hazards that can adversely affect an organization's ability to do business. Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) policies and
procedures in ... Risk management is the process of identifying, assessing and controlling threats to an organization's capital and earnings. SearchSecurity A security operations center (SOC) is a command center facility for a team of IT professionals who specialize in information ... Malware or malware is any program or file that is harmful
to a computer user. It is a group of IT professionals who are preparing for an incident response team and are responsible for reacting to any kind of organization... SearchHealthIT Protected health information (PHI), also called personal health information, usually means demographic information,... HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act) is United States legislation that provides data privacy and security... Teletıp on remote delivery of health services, such as health assessments or consultations... SearchDisasterRecovery is a layered hierarchical communication model used to report and coordinate specific individuals in a call tree event... Disaster
recovery as a service (DRaaS) is to provide replication and hosting of physical or virtual servers by a third party ... Cloud disaster (cloud DR) is a combination of strategies and services designed to back up data, applications and other ... SearchStorage NVMe (non-transient memory express) is a host controller interface and storage
protocol created to speed up throughput ... A storage network (SAN) is a private high-speed network or sub-network that connects and offers shared pools... FCoE (Fiber Channel over Ethernet) Fiber Channel (FC) communication directly ... Full FormCategoryTermActive HubInformation TechnologiesAHAuthentication
HeaderNetworkingAHACHHNERA JNIndian Railway StationAHAryl HydrocarbonChemistryAHAmpere ClockElectronisatAHYapay HarmonicElectronicsAH Current and HappyMessagingAHAvailable HappyMessagingAHAmpere HourMeasure UnitAHArithmetical HierarchyMath SAHAffordable ResidentialReal EstateAHAce of
HeartsSportsAHAttack Helicopter Soldier and DefenseAHAlert Height Soldier and DefenseAHAMQPAMRANNANSIANTAOOPAPCIAPIAPICAPIPAAPLAPRARCARINFormfull is a reference website for popular abbreviations and abbreviations. You can search our database for the full forms and names of terms popular in computers,
electronics, science, finance, information technology, chemistry, biology, business, organization, school and chat. It is open to add additional details for any page. Just click the reply button to add additional information. Information.
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